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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let G be a finite group, denote by Irr G the set of all irreducible
 .complex characters of G, and denote by I Br G the set of all irreduciblep
p-Brauer characters.
 . a1 a2 ama For n g N, let n s p p ??? p be the prime-divisor decompo-1 2 m
 .  4  .sition of n. Set p n s p , p , . . . , p , s n s m. Define:1 2 m
<s G s max s x 1 x g Irr G 4 .  .  . .
and
<s G s max s x 1 x g I Br G . .  .  . . 4p p
 .b Define:
<r G s q prime: q x 1 , x g Irr G 4 .  .  .
and
<r G s q prime: q x 1 , x g I Br G . .  .  . 4p p
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<  . <  .Huppert conjectures that r G can be bounded in terms of s G , and
<  . <  .if G is solvable, then even r G F 2s G .
Huppert's r y s conjecture is a problem of central importance in
character theory; many people are devoted to the study of this problem.
w x wWe refer readers to 2, 5, 6, 9, 10 . Up to now the best result is 8, Chap. V,
x <  . <  .Sect. 17 : If G is solvable, then r G F 3s G q 2.
Our aim is to investigate Huppert's r y s problem on a p-modular
version. In other words, is it possible to find a function f such that
<  . <   .. w xr G F f s G ? Leisering 7 considers the simplest case and provesp p
 .  .that if r G s 1, then s G F 2. In this paper, we first give a reductionp p
 .  .theorem. We reduce the r G y s G problem of solvable groups to thep p
case of nilpotent-by-metabelian groups. In the Section 3, we confine our
 .  .interests to discuss the r G y s G problem of nilpotent-by-metabelianp p
groups. For nilpotent-by-metabelian groups, we find a function f in the
following two cases.
 .1 A sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic.
 .2 p s 2, or p is a Fermat prime.
All groups considered in this paper are of finite order.
2. REDUCTION THEOREM
We first give several lemmas and propositions.
w xLEMMA 2.1 8, p. 37, Theorem 1.12 . Let G be a sol¤able group; then
 .  .  .F G rF G is a faithful and completely reducible GrF G -module.
w xLEMMA 2.2 8, p. 157, Proposition 12.1 . Suppose that H acts on an
abelian group A; then
 .  .a H acts faithfully on A if and only if H acts faithfully on Irr A .
 .  .b H acts irreducibly on A if and only if H acts irreducibly on Irr A .
w xPROPOSITION 2.3 8, p. 92, Corollary 5.7 . Suppose that G is a permuta-
tion group on the set of V; then there exists a subset D of V such that the
 4stabilizer of D is a 2, 3 -group. Here, D can be chosen to ha¤e a non-empty
intersection with e¤ery orbit of G on V.
 .  < 4For a rational integer n, recall that p n s q prime: q n . Define
 .  .  4  .   ..  < <.p n s p n _ 2, 3 . We use p G respectively, p G instead of p G0 0
  < <..respectively, p G .0
w xPROPOSITION 2.4 8, p. 155, Corollary 11.5 . Suppose that V is a faithful
 .finite G-module maybe V has mixed characteristics . Assume V s V [ V1 2
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[ ??? [ V for the irreducible G-module V . For each i, write V s W G for an i i i
 .primiti¤e module W of a subgroup H F G. Suppose that H rC W is noti i i H ii
 .  .isomorphic to any subgroup of G W for all i where G W is the semilineari i
 <  . <.  .group of W . Then there exists ¤ g V such that p G : C ¤ s p G .i 0 G 0
Now we prove our reduction theorem.
 .THEOREM 2.5. Let G be a sol¤able group and f x a non-decreasing
<  . <   ..function. If r H F f s H for any nilpotent-by-metabelian subgroup Hp p
<  . <   ..  .of G, then r G F f s G q s G q 2.p p p
 .Proof. It is obvious that we can assume O G s 1. By Lemma 2.1p
 .  .  .GrF G acts faithfully and completely reducibly on F G rF G ; then by
<  . <  .Lemma 2.2 and note that p² F G , GrF G also acts faithfully and
  .  ..completely reducibly on I Br F G rF G .p
  .  ..Set V s I Br F G rF G s V [ V [ ??? [ V for the irreduciblep 1 2 n
G-module V . Without loss of generality, we can assume that V s Y G, Y ai i i i
 .primitive N Y -module.G i
 .  .  .Case 1. Suppose that for each i N Y rC Y F G Y .G i G i i
It is clear that V can be represented as a direct sum of some G-i
conjugates of Y . Consequently, V s X [ X [ ??? [ X andi 1 2 n
 4  4  .  .Y , Y , . . . , Y : X , X , . . . , X . Let N s N X and C s C X ;1 2 n 1 2 n i G i i G i
then X is a faithful and primitive NrC -module. G has a permutationi i i
 4representation on the set X , X , . . . , X ; denote by K s F N the kernel1 2 n i
of this representation. By Proposition 2.3, we can choose D :
 4  .  4X , X , . . . , X such that stab D rK is a 2, 3 -group and, moreover, D1 2 n G
has a nonempty intersection with each G-orbit. Without loss of generality
 4we can assume that D s X , X , . . . , X , l F n. Set l s l l ??? l , for1 2 l 1 2 l
<  . <1 / l g X . We claim that G : I l can be divided by each prime ini i G
 .  4  .p GrK _ 2, 3 . Otherwise choose Q g Syl G such that Q centralizesq
 .  4  .l, where q g p GrK _ 2, 3 . Then Q F stab D , and since q G 5,G
Q F K, which is in contradiction to the assumption. Thus the claim is
 < . <   .. < <  . <correct. Choose x g I Br G l ; then p x 1 G p GrK y 2, and thusp
 . <  . <  .  .  .s G G p GrK y 2. Since F N r FC s KrF G and, on the otherp i i
 .  .  .  .hand, F N r FC F [ NrC F [G Y , consequently K is a nilpo-i i i i i
<  . <   ..tent-by-metabelian group. Then by assumption r K F f s K . Ob-p p
 .  .serve that s K F s G since K e G , and consequentlyp p }
<  . < <  .  . < <  . < <  . <   ..  .r G F p GrK j r K F p GrK q r K F f s K q s Gp p p p p
  ..  .q 2 F f s G q s G q 2, as desired.p p
 .  .  .Case 2. Suppose that there exists Y such that N Y rC Y g G Y .i G i G i i
 .  .  .Without loss of generality, assume that N Y rC Y g G Y , i sG i G i i
 .  .  . 1, 2, . . . , l, l F n, and N Y rC Y F G Y for i ) l. Set K s C V [G i G i i G 1
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.V [ ??? [ V ; then V [ V [ ??? [ V is a faithful and completely re-2 l 1 2 l
ducible GrK-module. By Proposition 2.4, there exists l g V [ V1 1 2
 <  . <.  .[ ??? [ V such that p G : I l s p GrK . Note that V q ??? qVl 0 G 1 0 lq1 n
 .is a faithful and completely reducible GrC V q ??? qV -module, andG lq1 n
 .  .  .N Y rC Y F G Y for all j s l q 1, . . . , n. Write V [ ??? [ V sG j G j j lq1 n
 .  .Z [ Z [ ??? [ Z for a faithful and primitive N Z rC Z -module Z1 2 k G j G j j
 4  4  .  .and Y , . . . , Y : Z , . . . , Z . Let N s F N Z , C s FC Z . Aslq1 n lq1 k G j G j
discussed in Case 1, there exists l g V q ??? qV such that2 lq1 n
 <  . <.  .p G : I l s p GrN , and NrC is a metabelian group. Set l s0 G 2 0
 <  . <.  .  .l l ; then p G : I l = p GrN l K , and consequently s G G1 2 0 G 0 p
<  . < <  . <  .  . p GrN l K s p GrN l K y 2. Since N l K rF G s N l0
.  .  .K r K l C ( N l K CrC F NrC, that is, N l K is a nilpotent-by-
<  . < <   ..  . <metabelian group, then r G F p Gr N l K j r N l K Fp p
<   .. < <  . <   ..  .   ..p Gr N l K q r N l K F f s N l K q s G q 2 F f s Gp p p p
 .qs G q 2, as desired.p
3. NILPOTENT-BY-METABELIAN GROUP
 .  .In the second section, we reduced the r G y s G problem ofp p
solvable groups to the case of nilpotent-by-metabelian groups. Now we
confine our interests to nilpotent-by-metabelian groups.
First we present several lemmas.
w xLEMMA 3.1 3 . Suppose that V is a faithful G-module. If G is abelian,
then G has a regular orbit on V.
 .  .LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that O G s 1 and GrF G is nilpotent; thenp
 .   ..   ..there exists x g I Br G such that p x 1 s p GrF G .p
 .  .Proof. Since GrF G is nilpotent, then we can choose NrF G
 .   ..   ..  .eGrF G such that p NrF G s p GrF G and NrF G is abelian.}
 .Observe that NrF G acts faithfully and completely reducibly on
 .  .   .  ..F G rF G and also I Br F G rF G by Lemma 2.2. Put V sp
  .  ..  .I Br F G rF G ; by Lemma 3.1 NrF G has a regular orbit on V, andp
 .  .N .  .so there exists l in V with inertia group F G . So w s l g I Br Np
  ..   ..   ..  .and p w 1 s p NrF G s p GrF G . Let x g I Br G be an irre-p
G  . <  .  .  .5 <ducible component of w ; then w 1 x 1 and x 1 rw 1 G : N since G
  ..   ..is solvable. Thus p x 1 s p GrF G , as desired.
w x < <LEMMA 3.3 1, Lemma 2 . Suppose that G is a metacyclic group, GrG9
 < < < <.is square-free, and GrG9 , G9 s 1. Let N be a nilpotent subgroup of G.
Suppose that V is a faithful and completely reducible G-module maybe V has
. <  <  . <. <mixed characteristics . Then there exists ¤ g V such that p G : C ¤ GG
<  . <p N .
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LEMMA 3.4. Let G s PN such that P is normal and abelian, N is
 < < < <.nilpotent and of square-free order, and P , N s 1. If V is a faithfully
<   .. <irreducible finite G-module, then there exists ¤ g V such that p G : C ¤G
<  . <G p N .
< <  .  .Proof. We use induction on G q dim V . Observe that F G and
 . <GrF G are abelian. Suppose first that V is not a homogeneousF G.
 .  .F G -module, and set V s V [ ??? [ V for a homogeneous F G -com-1 n
 .  .  .ponent V of V. Let M s N V , C s C V , i s 1, . . . , n. As GrF G isi i G i i G i
abelian, then M is a normal subgroup of G and thus M s M s ??? s1 1 2
M . Consider M s M rC ; since V is a faithful and irreducible M-mod-n 1 1 1
<  <  . <. <ule, then by induction we can choose ¤ g V such that p M : C ¤1 1 M 1
<  . . <  . <  . <G p N l M C rC . Set ¤ s ¤ , 0, . . . , 0 ; then G : C ¤ s1 1 1 1 G
<  . < < 5  . < < 5  . <G : C ¤ s G : M M : C ¤ s G : M M : C ¤ . Observe thatM 1 1 1 M 1 1 M 11 1
< < < < < <the prime divisors of M are the same as those of M , since M divides1 1
< 5 < < < < < < < M rC M rC ??? M rC and M rC s ??? s M rC ; thus p N l1 1 2 2 n n 1 1 n n
. .  . <  <  . <. <M C rC s p N l M . Note that N is square-free; thus p G : C ¤1 1 1 1 G
<  < 5  . <. < <  . < <  <  <.. < < s p G : M M : C ¤ G p NM rM q p M : C ¤ G p NM r1 M 1 1 1 M 1 1
. < <  . < <  . <  . < <  . <M q p N l M C rC s p NM rM q p N l M s p N , as1 1 1 1 1 1 1
desired.
 .  .Now we can assume that V is F G -homogeneous. Since F G is
w x  .  .abelian, then by 8, Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.1 G F G V and F G is
w xcyclic, and consequently P is cyclic. Thus by 4, Chap. 4, Theorem 2.11
 < < < <.G9 , GrG9 s 1; then G9 s 1 or G9 s P. If G9 s 1, then by Lemma 3.1
the lemma is correct; if G9 s P, then by Lemma 3.3 the lemma is correct,
as required.
w xPROPOSITION 3.5 8, p. 118, Theorem 9.3 . Suppose that sol¤able group G
acts faithfully and irreducibly on a finite ¤ector space V, and any ¤ g V is
 .centralized by a Sylow p-subgroup of G p a fixed prime . Assume CeG,
}
5 < <p GrC , V s V [ ??? [ V , with V a C-in¤ariant subspace, and GrCC 1 n i
 4faithfully and primiti¤ely permute V , . . . , V . Then1 n
 .a n s 3, 5, or 8, and p equal to 2, 2, or 3;
 .  3.b GrC is isomorphic to D , D , or AG 2 ; and6 10
 .  . a  a  4.c CrC V acts transiti¤ely on V V s V _ 0 for i sC i i i i
1, 2, . . . , n.
w xPROPOSITION 3.6 8, p. 134, Theorem 10.4 . Suppose that G is a sol¤able
group and G acts faithfully and completely reducibly on a finite ¤ector space V
<  . <  . p9 .such that p² G : C ¤ , for any ¤ g V p a fixed prime . Suppose O G sG
G / 1 and V is a pseudoprimiti¤e G-module. Then V is an irreducible
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G-module, and one of the following results is correct:
 . p .  .i O G is a cyclic p9-subgroup, G F G V ;
 .  . < < 2ii G ( SL 2, 3 , p s 3, V s 3 ; or
 . p . 3 < p . <iii O G is a extra special p-group of order 3 , p s 2 s G : O G ,
 .  p .. < < 6Z G s Z O G , and V s 2 .
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose p s 2 or p is a Fermat prime that is, prime of type
m .2 q 1 . Set G s PN, with P a normal and abelian Sylow p-subgroup of G
and N a square-free nilpotent Hall p9-subgroup of G. Let V be a faithful and
completely reducible finite G-module; then there exists ¤ g V such that
<  <  . <. < <  . <2 p G : C ¤ G p N q 1.G
 . < <Proof. We use induction on dim V q G .
p . w xBy induction we can assume that O G s G; then G s P, N N and
w xP, N is the commutator subgroup of G.
 .Claim 1. V is reducible; set V s W [ ??? [ W n G 2 for a irre-1 n
ducible G-module W .i
Proof. If V is irreducible, then by Lemma 3.4 there exists ¤ g V such
<  <  . <. < <  . < <  <  . <. < <  . <that p G : C ¤ G p N , and consequently 2 p G : C ¤ G p NG G
q 1. Then we may assume that V is reducible, and set V s W [ ??? [1
 .W n G 2 for the irreducible G-module W .n i
<   .  .. < <  . < niClaim 2. p NC W rC W s 1, so GrC W s p q , i sG i G i G i i
1, 2, . . . , n.
Proof. Suppose that there exists W and assume, without loss of gener-i
<   .  .. <ality, that W s W such that p NC W rC W G 2. Put M si 1 G 1 G 1
 .C W . Since M acts faithfully on W [ ??? [ W , then by induction thereG 1 2 n
<  <  . <. < <  . <exists ¤ g W [ ??? [ W such that 2 p M : C ¤ G p M l N q 1.2 2 n M 2
At the same time, by Lemma 3.4, there exists ¤ g W such that1 1
<  <  . <. < <  . <p GrM : C ¤ G p NMrM . Let ¤ s ¤ q ¤ ; thenG r M 1 1 2
 <  . <.  <  . <.  <  . <.  <  . <.p G : C ¤ = p G : C ¤ j p G : C ¤ = p G : C ¤ jG G 1 G 2 G 1
 <  . <.  <  . <.  <  . <.p M : C ¤ . It is obvious that p G : C ¤ s p GrM : C ¤ .M 2 G 1 G r M 1
< < < <Since N is square-free, then M and GrM have at most one common
<  <  . <. < <  <  . <. <prime divisor p; thus p G : C ¤ G p GrM : C ¤ qG G r M 1
<  <  . <. < <  <  . <. < <  <p M : C ¤ y 1. Then 2 p G : C ¤ G 2 p GrM :M 2 G
 . <. <   . <. < <  . . <  <  . <C ¤ q 2 p M : C ¤ y 2 G 2 p N l M rM q p N l MG r M 1 M 2
. <  . <q 1 y 2 G p N q 1, as required.
<   .  .. <  .If there exists W such that p NC W rC W s 0, since C Wi G i G i G i
Ã Ã .acts faithfully on W [ ??? [ W [ ??? [ W W denotes that W is deleted ,1 i n i i
then by induction there exists ¤ g W [ ??? [ W [ ??? [ W such that1 i n
<  <  .  . <. < <  . < <  <  . <. < <  . <2 p C W : C ¤ G p N q 1. Thus 2 p G : C ¤ G p NG i C W . GG i
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q 1, and the theorem is correct. Then we can assume that
<   .  .. < <  . <p NC W rC W s 1. Note that N is square-free; thus GrC WG i G i G i
s pni q , i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i
X  .Claim 3. q s are coprime to each other, n G 1 i s 1, 2, . . . , n , and fori i
 .  .any ¤ g V C ¤ contains a Hall p N -subgroup of G.G
 .Proof. Suppose that there exists q and q i / j such that q s q ;i j i j
Ã Ã . then C W [ W [ ??? [ W [ ??? [ W and C W [ W [ ??? [ WG 1 2 i n G 1 2 j
Ã.  .  4[ ??? [ W W denotes that W is deleted are all p, q -subgroups. Sincen i i i
Ã .  .C W [ W [ ??? [ W [ ??? [ W l C W [ W [ ??? [ W ??? [ WG 1 2 i n G 1 2 j n
Ã< <  .s 1 and N is square-free, then C W [ W [ ??? [ W [ ??? [ W orG 1 2 i n
Ã .C W [ W [ ??? W [ ??? [ W is a p-subgroup. Without loss of gener-G 1 2 j n
Ã .ality assume that K s C W [ W [ ??? [ W [ ??? [ W is a p-sub-G 1 2 j n
Ãgroup. Since W [ W [ ??? [ W [ ??? [ W is a faithful GrK-module,1 2 j n
Ãthen by induction there exists ¤ g W [ W [ ??? [ W [ ??? [ W such1 2 j n
<  <  . <. < <  . < <  <  . <. < <  . <that 2 p GrK : C ¤ G p N q 1; thus 2 p G : C ¤ G p NG r K G
q 1, and the theorem is correct.
5  . <Suppose that there exists ¤ g V such that q G : C ¤ . Let ¤ be thei G i
5  . <ith summand of ¤ ; it is easy to see that q G : C ¤ . Then by inductioni G i
X Ã <  <  . <.there exists ¤ g W [ ??? [ W [ ??? [ W such that 2 p G : C ¤ Gi 1 i n G 2
 <   .  .. < <  . < 5  . <p NC W rC W G p N y 1. Since q G : C ¤ andG i G i i G i
<  X. < <  < q ² G : C ¤ by the first part of Claim 3 and Claim 2, thus 2 p G : C ¤i G i G i
X. <. <  <  . <. <  <  . < . <  . <q ¤ G 2 q 2 p G : C ¤ G 2 q p N y 1 G p N q 1, as de-i G 2
 .sired. So we can assume that for any ¤ g V, C ¤ contains a HallG
 .p N -subgroup of G and thus for all i n G 1.i
Claim 4. Conclusion.
<  . <Proof. By Claims 1 and 3 p N G 2. Since V s W [ W [ ??? [ W1 2 n
for an irreducible G-module W , for each i W is a faithful and irreduciblei i
 . 5  . <GrC W -module. By Claim 3, pq GrC W . If there exists W suchG i i G i j
 .that W is a non-primitive GrC W -module, then by Proposition 3.5j G j
 .q s 2 note that G is metabelian and p s 3 or 5. Then if i / j, W is aj i
 .   .primitive GrC W -module if W j / i is also non-primitive, then q sG i j j
.  .  .2 s q , a contradiction to Claim 3 . By Proposition 3.6 GrC W F G W ,i G i i
 .since GrC W cannot contain a nilpotent subgroup of order pq . Other-G i i
<  <  . <. <wise by Lemma 3.3 there exists ¤ g W such that p G : C ¤ G 2;i i G i
5  . < < .then q G : C ¤ , a contradiction to Claim 3. Then q p y 1 , but p s 3i G i i
or 5; thus q s 2 s q , a contradiction to Claim 3.i j
 .Now we assume that for all i W is a primitive GrC W -module. Byi G i
 .  .  .Proposition 3.5, GrC W F G W . By Claim 3 and Lemma 3.4, GrC WG i i G i
< .cannot contain a nilpotent subgroup of order pq ; then q p y 1 i si i
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.1, 2, . . . , n and p / 2. Thus by assumption p is a Fermat prime; then
 .q s 2 i s 1, 2, . . . , n , a contradiction to Claim 3.i
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose that G is a nilpotent-by-metabelian group.
 . <  . <  .1 If a Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic, then r G F 3s G q 1.p p
 . <  . <  .2 If p s 2 or p is a Fermat prime, then r G F 4s G .p p
< <  .  .Proof. We use induction on G to prove 1 and 2 . First we can
 .  .  .assume that O G s 1. If H is normal in G and r H s r G , then wep p p
may suppose that the theorem is true for H by induction. Then it is clear
that the result is true for G. Hence by Lemma 3.2 and induction we can
Ä <  .  . < <  . <.  .  .assume that G9F G rF G , GrG9F G s 1. Put F G rF G s2
  ..  .  .F GrF G , and note that G is nilpotent-by-metabelian; then F G rF G2
 .  .  .and GrF G are abelian. For convenience, let K s KF G rF G . Set2
  ..  .  .F GrO G s MrO G ; then M G F G . Since GrM acts faithfullyp p 2
  ..   .and completely reducibly on F GrO G rF GrO G and V sp p
   ..   ...I Br F GrO G rF GrO G , then by Lemma 3.1 there exists l g Vp p p
G G r M <   .. < <  . <such that x s l s l is irreducible and p x 1 s p GrM . Write
 . M s PK, where P respectively, K is a Sylow p-subgroup of M respec-
.tively, Hall p9-subgroup of M , and observe that P is abelian and K is
 .  .nilpotent. Let L be a normal subgroup of K such that p L s p K and
< <   .  ..L is square-free. Since I Br F G rF G is a faithful and completelyp
reducible M-module, then it is also a faithful and completely reducible
  .  ..PL-module. Write V s I Br F G rF Gp
If a Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic, then by Lemma 3.3 there exists
<  <  . <. < <  . <l g V such that p PL : C l G p L . Then there exists w gPL
 . <   . < < < <   . < <   .. <I Br M such that p w 1 G L ; that is, p w 1 G p MrF G y 1.p
If p s 2 or p is a Fermat prime, then by Lemma 3.7 there exists l g V
<   .. < <  . <  .such that 2 p PL : C l G p L q 1; then there exists w g I Br MPL p
<   .. < < < <   . < <   . <such that 2 p w 1 G L q 1. Thus 2 p w 1 G p MrF G .
<  . < <  . < <   .. <   ..Since r G F p GrM q p MrF G q s F G , thusp p
 . <  . < <  . <1 If a Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic, then r G F p GrM qp
  .. <   ..  .   . .   ..  .p MrF G q s F G F s G q s M q 1 q s F G F s G qp p p p p
 . .  .  .s G q 1 q s G F 3s G q 1.p p p
 . <  . < <  . <2 If p s 2, or p is a Fermat prime, then r G F p GrM qp
<   .. <   ..  .   ..   ..  .p MrF G q s F G F s G q 2 s M q s F G F s G q 2p p p p p
  ..  .  .s G q s G F 4s G , as desired.p p p
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose that G is sol¤able.
 . <  . <  .1 If a Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic, then r G F 4s G q 3.p p
 . <  . <  .2 If p s 2, or p is a Fermat prime, then r G F 5s G q 2.p p
Proof. It is a direct corollary of Theorems 2.5 and 3.8.
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